SUMMARY. In the quasi-linear theoxy of vibrations, the initial variable X is transformed either to the variables (a, b) or to the amplitude-phase ones ( r, 8) respectively by the formulae x=acoswt+bsinwt, :i:=-wasinwt+wbcoswt X= rcos(wt-e), X= -wrsin(wt-e) where W is near the natural frequency of the system under consideration.
In {lj (pp. 211-213) , to study the stability of the equilibrium regime, the variables (r,O} are transformed into the ones (a, b). The equilibrium ~egime corresponds to the couple of determinate values ao = 0, bo = 0 so that the signification of the perturbations Sa= a-ao, Ob = b-bo is evident and the variational system can be easily established~ Other author [2] {pp. 617-624) has used the amplitude-phase variables (r, 0) for seeking the stability condition of the equilibrium regime which coresponda to the "zero" amplitude To = 0. The dephase angle f) remains indeterminate. A certain constant (unlmown) value 8o is assigned to the equilibrium regime. By this manner, the "classical" process of studying the stability by introducing the perturbations Or= r -To, SO = (}-Oo and the variational equations can be applied. As it will be seen below, the variational system obtained has an "anormal" form.
In the present paper, the significatiOn of the mentioned deph<ise angle 8 0 will be discussed and another process for studying the stability of" the equilibrium regime will be proposed. §1. METHOD OF STUDYING THE STABILITY OF THE EQUILIBRIUM REGIME
Let us consider a quasi-linear parametrically-excited system described by the differential equation:
where overdot denotes derivative with respect to time t; w 0 is the natural frequency of the system considered; 2p > 0 and 2w are the intensity and the frequency of the parametric excitation, respectively, w ~ w 0 , h > 0 is the damping linear coefficient; '1 is ,the coefficient of .the cubic non-linearity, e > 0 is a small parameter.
.In the phase plane Oxi:, the solution x = 0 (equilibrium regime) corresponds to the origine 0.
Using the variables (a, b) , in the first approximation, we obtain the averaged system:
The-equilibrium· regime corresponds to the solution ao = bo = 0 which ts assumed to be isolated i.e. the following condition is imposed:
Introducing the pertubations Sa= a-ao, 5b = b-bo we can easily establish: -the variational system:
which coincides with the linear part of the averaged system {1.2)-then, the characteristic equation:
Since h > 0, the stability condition is:
If the second type of variables-the amplitude-phase variables (r,O) is used, in the first approximation, the averaged system is:
.
It is noted that the system (1.7) can be transformed into (1.2) by formulae:
The equilibrium regime corresponds now to the "zero" amplitude ro = 0. The de phase angle fJ in an indeterminate value.
Assuming that the equilibrium regime corrersponds tci a certain constant (unknown) valu'e 0 0 and following the classical process of studying the stability we introduce the perturbations 5r = r-r 0 , 50 = 0 -fJo and obtain the variational system:
Since or,< 0, the second equation '(1.9b) leads to the trigonometrical equation:
(w 
corresponding to two families of characteristic _motions:
where Ai are constants, depending on initial (suitable) conditions. 
{2.5)
The origine 0 is a stable focus point whose spirals turn round 0 either in the direction from Oa to Ob if p < w 2 -w5 {fig. 5) or in the inverse one if p < w{l-w 2 {fig. 6). In the last case, the straight trajectories are complex since the ratio ~ becomes immaginary. (2.6) We compare now the values of Oi with those of 0 0 determined by the second equation of the variational system (1.9). For the first and .third cases, according to (2.2b) and (2.6), respectively, it is easy to prove that: Thus, the dephase angles 0 0 of the variational system in amplitude-phase variables coincide with those of characteristic motions. Consequently, after substituting sin 2& 0 by formula (l.llb), the first equation of the mentioned variational system becomes the differential one, governing the amplitude variation of characteristic motiOns. §3. ANOTHER PROCESS FOR STUDYING THE STABILITY OF THE EQUILIBRIUM REGIME
b, . v(w2 -wJ)2-p2
The analyses presented permit us to propose another process for studying the stability of the equilibrium regime.
First, as in [2J, we establish the averaged system (1.7) whose trivial solution r 0 = 0 corresponds to the equilibrium regime.
To study the stability of this regirrie, the motion with small amplitude must be considered.
Hence, the term of hight power of r m the term ~~r 3 -can be neglected and since r ::j:. 0, the second . 4 equation of the system (1.7) can be divided by r. We obtain thus the following equations:
Which play the role of the variational system. Finally; the. stability condition is obtained:
The process proPosed can be applied for more-general oscillatory system. consider the system described by the differential equation: Using the transformation (0.2), in the first approximation, th~ averaged system in amplitude phase variables is of the form:
• ) denotes the terms of high power with respect to r.
The equilibrium regime corresponds to the solution ro = 0. To study the stability of this regime, we use the "simplified" ~ystem:
Setting the right-hand side of the differential equation ( (3.14)
The oscillating system considered, in the first approximation, becomes autonomous the dephase (} = eAt+ canst and the stability condition is given by the inequality D < 0.
2w

CONCLUSION
The variational system (1.9) of the equilibrium regime in amplitude~ phase variables has been examined. It has been shown that the values Oo, determined by the second equation {1.9b) of the mentioned system are just those of the dephase angles of characteristic motions. Consequently, substituting() by eo, the first equation (1.9a) becomes the differential one, governing the amplitude variation of these motions. Based on the results obtained·, allother process for studying the stability of the equilibrium regime has been proposed.
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